
Consider the Envelope Pushed 

Subhead- The University has a newspaper, a yearbook and magazines ranging from fashion to 
sports to literary pieces… but it also has The Gargoyle.  

Here is a fact: the world is a highly competitive place. For a concrete example, peruse through 

Maize Pages and see how many student publications there are at this University. While this 

massive amount of diversity is something UM students should be proud of, it does raise red flags 

about how publications differentiate themselves. Take, for instance, the two humor magazines on 

campus: The Gargoyle and The Every Three Weekly. Both claim that they are the official humor 

magazines of the University, however, there is one distinct difference. While The Every Three 

Weekly manages to just touch the envelope, and maybe play with it a little, The Gargoyle takes 

the envelope and pushes it right off of the table.  

The Gargoyle, which was founded in 1909 by Lee A. White has evolved from a primarily literary 

magazine to humor magazine in its 105 years of existence. According to The Gargoyle’s website, 

“[Its] contents range from lists of puns to long narratives, from obscene doodles to works of art, 

and from surreal to raucously hilarious.” 

So how exactly does The Gargoyle push the envelope? LSA senior Phillip Wachowiak painted a 

clear picture, “I highly doubt that any other magazine on campus would publish a picture of our 

president in a bikini riding a dragon on their front page. More than that, however, The Gargoyle 

provides an outlet of creativity that is free of restrictions. Whatever it is, if it is good enough we 

will publish it.” 

This image of President Mark Schlissel that Wachowiak described is just one of the many 

student-illustrated pieces that appears in an issue of The Gargoyle. Also included are pieces of 

student writing, which usually take a concept familiar to UM students and quickly takes it down 

a creative avenue not frequently traveled by most. Additionally, The Gargoyle entertains its 

readers with comics and with games, like Classroom Bingo. 

Back in the day, an issue of The Gargoyle cost a quarter, but now issues can be picked up around 

campus for free or viewed online. Providing issues for free leaves a lot on Wachowiak’s plate as 

he is the business manager. “I am responsible for getting each issue funded. I write grants, get 

advertising, manage subscriptions, and organize other events,” he said.  



Published four times a year, Wachowiak spends most of his time applying for funds while the 

rest of The Gargoyle staff creates their content without any rules to follow, well that is besides 

their better judgment. When asked if he thought any of their content was really pushing it, 

Wachowiak responded, “I could describe to you some of the things we haven’t published, but 

then you would have to put an NC-17 rating on this interview.”   

Needless to say, The Gargoyle offers a home on campus to UM students who have creativity 

flowing out of them and a voice to be heard. For some readers it might be an acquired taste, and 

for others, it could be the beginning of a loving relationship, which could even lead to getting 

involved. For Wachowiak, he fell hard and he never looked back, “As I freshman living in South 

Quad I picked up an issue in the lounge and fell in love with it.”	    

 


